
Design Your
Dream Life Masterclass

HOSTED BY VICTORIA JACKSON



I am Victoria Jackson, the founder of The Manifestation Collective - a

hub of all things soul, strategy and spirituality, with a little science

thrown in for good measure, designed to help you turn your vision

board into reality.

I am a certified mindset coach, EFT practitioner, hypnosis

practitioner, manifestation guide, no.1 charting podcast host and now

author of the book, Manifesting For Beginners.

I work privately with coaching clients and also have a monthly

manifestation membership, The Collective. 

who am i?



My dream business

My dream car

Trips to LA, San Francisco and Hong Kong

Working with brands such as Anthropologie

My book hitting no.1 on Amazon Movers and Shakers List

My podcast knocking The Bible off the top spot on iTunes

Over £300k in lump sums, refunds and lottery wins

Soul aligned friendships and so much more…

I have spent the last 7 years studying manifestation and learning how

to integrate it into everyday life. During this time I have manifested: 

who am i?



What feels unaligned in your life currently

Understanding your values

Allowing ourselves the space to dream BIG

What could stop our Dream Life Vision

Putting the action into the law of attraction

Finishing with a powerful manifestation exercise
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what to expect?



Breaking down
your current life...



Wealth

Health

Career

Personal Development

Home

Spirituality

Relationships

During this masterclass, we will be looking at 7

different areas of life:



wealth
When we consider wealth, this could include

monthly income, other revenue streams, your

outgoings, whether you have debt, what your

savings pot reflects, investments, pension etc. 

What is currently NOT working in your Life Area

of Wealth? What feels out of alignment? What

is a factor in your current stress levels? 

health
When we consider health, this could include

body image, current mental state, how much

sleep you get, how much physical exercise you

take, vitamins and minerals, self-care,

confidence levels, emotional welfare. 

What is currently NOT working in your Life Area

of Health? What feels out of alignment? What

is a factor in your current stress levels? 



career
When we consider career, this covers the job

you are in currently, but also a business or side

hustle you may own, future aspirations etc.

What is currently NOT working in your Life Area

of Career? What feels out of alignment? What

is a factor in your current stress levels? 

personal development
When we consider personal development, this

could include your hobbies, education,

learning, current skillset, time spent

reading/listening to podcasts

What is currently NOT working in your Life Area

of Personal Development? What feels out of

alignment? What is a factor in your current

stress levels? 



home
When we consider home, this is your current

living environment, who you live with, style of

decor, outdoor space, and also your home away

from home, travels, adventures etc

What is currently NOT working in your Life Area

of Home? What feels out of alignment? What is

a factor in your current stress levels?

spirituality
When we consider spirituality, this also

includes religion, time spent connection to

source, spiritual rituals like manifestation,

meditation and spiritual self-care practices. 

What is currently NOT working in your Life Area

of Spirituality? What feels out of alignment?

What is a factor in your current stress levels?



relationships
When we consider relationships, this includes

partners, friendships, family, loved ones, work

relationships, dating, sex life, your relationship

with yourself. 

What is currently NOT working in your Life Area

of Relationships? What feels out of alignment?

What is a factor in your current stress levels? 

Take some time to pause this masterclass and

journal through these questions - not every

section has to have something out of

alignment remember.

This is designed to give you the space to think

about areas of your life that you may not have

considered previously.



Understanding
our values...



One of the biggest ways we can begin to build

our dream life is to understand our values and

change how we can live in alignment with

them.

You see, when we live in accordance with our

values, we face less resistance and our energy is

able to flow like a river downstream.

Of course, obstacles still occur throughout life,

but we are much more equipped to live with

purpose and passion. 



Most humans have values that are intrinsic to

our core. Values that you fundamentally believe

in, like fairness, equality and kindness.

But we also have an added layer of values,

which are the ones we are going to discuss in

this masterclass.

Think of them as guidance values - the values

that help direct us, that help our judgement,

that help us decipher what we say yes and no

to. 



Accountability
Adventure
Ambition
Authenticity
Balance
Beauty
Belonging
Caring
Challenge
Community
Collaboration
Creativity

values
Confidence
Connection
Curiosity
Determination
Development
Dignity
Diversity
Efficiency
Empowerment
Equality
Enthusiasm 
Excellence

Exploration
Fairness
Family
Freedom
Friendships
Fun
Giving Back
Gratitude
Grace
Growth
Harmony
Health

Home
Honesty
Hope
Humour
Imagination
Independence
Innovation
Integrity
Joy
Justice
Kindness
Knowledge

Leadership
Learning
Love
Optimism
Patience
Peace
Power
Recognition
Reliability
Respect
Success
Sustainability

Security
Sportsmanship
Teamwork
Time
Tradition
Travel
Trust
Truth
Vulnerability
Wealth
Wellbeing
Wholehearted
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When do you feel at your happiest? 

What did you value 10 years ago that still

remains now? 

How would you spend your ideal weekend?

When are you most in flow? 

What is a non-negotiable in your life? 

What do you surround yourself with? 

Who inspires you? And now think about

why they inspire you? 

Here are some questions to help you on your

journey of discovery:
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es Schedule more time to scrapbook, be more creative in my

business, attend workshops such as floristry and pottery

CREATIVITY

Make passive income in my business, take August away from

the business next year, explore more of the UK in my car

FREEDOM

Spend time with friends and family who bring so much joy to

my life, see more live music, phone conversations

JOY
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es Continue giving 5% of membership money to charity, share the

boomerang effect in my work, food bank shop once a month

GIVING BACK

Scheduling in self-care days and creative inspiration days, work

in different environments to help mind, body and soul

BALANCE



Dreaming BIG...



How much would you love to earn each

month?

How much disposable income would you

like each month? What would you love to

spend this on?

Would you like a savings pot? How much

would you like there for a rainy day?

How much would you like in your business

each month? Think about your pension

Would you like to learn to invest?

Would you like to launch different revenue

streams into your business?

If you have debt, what amount will take to

become financially free?
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What does optimal health look and feel like to

you?

What can you do to improve your mental

health? 

What can you do to improve your emotional

health?

Are you happy with your appearance?

How can you nurture yourself more? 

Do you want to increase your physical exercise?

If so, what would you like to do more of?

What self-care practices would you like to

implement into your daily routine?

Do you need to implement a better morning

and/or evening ritual? 

What habits do you want to implement? 

What habits do you want to work on stopping? 

he
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What is your dream role? 

What would you spend every day doing if

money wasn’t a consideration? 

When do you feel the happiest at work?

What tasks do you find yourself in flow

doing? 

What does your dream business look like? 

Do you have people working with you? 

What is your BIG business vision?

Where would you like to be in 12 months

time?
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Do you want to make more time to

read/listen to audio books? 

Would you like to add to your current

skillset and if so, with what? 

Do you want to add to your education? 

What does your dream morning and

evening routine look like?

What hobbies do you want to make more

time for? 
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What do you want to change about your

current living environment? 

What can you change in one weekend? 

What are longer goals for your home?

Describe your ideal house and outside

space. 

Where would you love to live? 

Home away from home, where would you

love to visit over the next 12 months? 
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What spiritual self-care practices would you

like to implement? 

Would you like to strengthen your

connection to

Source/God/Universe/Ancestors etc? 

How can you add more spiritual self-care

(manifestation, meditation, journaling etc)

into your daily life? What changes are you

being called to make to your daily routine?sp
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Which relationships light you up? 

Where do you need to place boundaries?

Are there any toxic relationships that need to be

addressed? 

How can you nourish your relationships further? 

How could you love yourself more? 

What relationships need a little work to

strengthen? 

How can you be a better friend? 

How can you be a better partner? 

Regardless of whether you have met them yet,

describe your soulmate. What are their

characteristics? Why are you so drawn

energetically to them? 

What is your ideal date? 

What qualities does your dream friendship group

have? 
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Creating Your
Dream Life Vision...



Search on Pinterest for images that align to

your dream life, remember to save them to

your desktop as you go along.

Log on to Canva, a free tool again like Pinterest.

Type in “Moodboard” into the search bar and

decide which design you feel the most aligned to. 

Upload your Pinterest images and get creative

in designing your vision board, either

uploading to your computer desktop, using as

a phone background or printing out and

adding somewhere in the home that you will

see every day.





What will stop you?



How often have you set goals, decided to make

a positive change to your life, create a new

habit, and two days in, your ego, inner critic

and that valid voice of fear start to speak up. 

These voices in your head are bringing forth all

of the evidence and programming stored in

your subconscious, from all the way back to

childhood.

Everything your mind says, is a continuation of

external programming somewhere along the

line. These limiting beliefs are just that - beliefs.

Not facts. Not the truth. Subconscious

programming.



THE EGO

The ego is our identity, who we believe we are.

Whilst a very vital part of our mindset - to allow

us to see what we are capable of - your ego

could also be stopping you from moving

forward into your dream life by saying things

like:

“You could never do that, that person is so

much better than you, don’t even try to

compare yourself.”



THE INNER CRITIC

The inner critic, meanwhile, is that loud voice

that can often overtake our big dreams. The

inner critic’s "job" is to list all of the reasons why

something won’t work, questioning whether

you’re good enough and what the

consequences will be if you do try to achieve

those big goals of yours - all in a bid to keep

you safe. The inner critic could say something

like: 

“You will never be able to start a business, why

would anyone buy anything off you stupid!”



FEAR

Fear is something we have to contend with when we

start making changes to our life because the mind’s

sole purpose is to keep you alive - anything that feels

new and out of your comfort zone is deemed a

possible threat.

Hence why fear will bring forth a wealth of reasons

why you shouldn’t do something, rather keeping you

safe in your comfort bubble.

Fear would say something like:

“What if you failed? It’s too risky. I think we should

stay exactly where we are now, because let’s face it -

it’s safe and we don’t even have to try too hard!”



the beauty of the mind?
as it was once programmed, it can be

reprogrammed...



So how do we do this? Let’s imagine those

limiting thoughts and beliefs are carried on

pathways around our brain if you like.

When we become aware of said beliefes, it’s

our job - in a bid to step into our highest self -

to do the inner work needed to weaken those

pathways and create new ones.

How do we do that? By using tools such as

positive language repeated consistently -

positive affirmations - to create a strong new

neural pathway with a new belief.



For example, if through childhood you heard

your parents speaking about how business was

hard and how it was difficult to make enough

money to live, your inner critic will be quick to

remind you now that “you will never be able to

start a business”.

However, we can weaken that pathway and

create a new one by consistently repeating

language such as “I am more than capable of

creating my dream business and every lesson I

learn along the way makes me more resilient

and driven to succeed”.



CREATING OUR OWN AFFIRMATIONS TRACK

Our next task together is to take your big dreams and

goals we spoke about just a moment ago and allow all of

those limiting beliefs and thoughts come to surface.

Once you have your list, I want you to take each limiting

belief and find the positive opposite to it. Just like we did

with our example before:  

“I will never be able to start a business”.

Changes to:

“I am more than capable of creating my dream business

and every lesson I learn along the way makes me more

resilient and driven to succeed”.



Once you have your list of affirmations, either

use a voice recording app on your phone or a

free software such as Audacity on your

computer to record you reciting your

affirmations.

Say them repeatedly until you have at least 5

minutes of audio. The trick is to listen to these

affirmations - which are incredibly powerful as

they’re read by YOU - as our brain and body

prepare for sleep, dropping into a theta brain

wave state, making us easily suggestible. 



Living with
more intention...



Let’s take your goals we set earlier or changes

you want to make - what are your top 3

priorities?

The 3 things that if came to fruition now, would

make the biggest difference to your happiness

levels.

Those are the 3 we’ll start with, trusting that the

universe is still getting to work behind the

scenes on everything else we desire as well.



Perhaps you want to create a better evening

routine, because you know that will feed into

better sleep which will then help you get up

earlier and work-out. 

Or maybe you want to pay off your overdraft

because you know doing that will ease the

financial stress you’ve felt hanging over your

shoulders. 



How can you break these goals down into

smaller chunks so they feel less

overwhelming? 

If they are specific goals (measurable by

time or a numeral target such as paying off

debt), how can you break these down into

quarterly and monthly chunks to work

towards?

If it is a nonspecifc goal (rather a change

that you’re making to your every day such

as implementing an evening routine), what

changes do you need to implement? 



What can you do to prepare so your habits

feel easier - for example, do you need to find

a workout buddy or move your credit card

over to an 0% card? Consider what would

cause you to stop your new habit and

prepare for it in advance. 

How can you live your day with more

intention? 



What do I need to do this month to achieve my

goal?

What do I need to NOT do this month to achieve

my goal?

Who do I need to be this month to achieve my

goal?

What positive changes/habits am I being called to

implement this month?

What can I do NOW to move towards my goal in

the best way? 

MONTHLY GOAL SETTING RITUAL

At the start of each month, ask yourself the following

5 questions to help realigning yourself to your goals:
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DAILY MANIFESTING RITUAL

Three steps I take every single day to help me design

my dream life are:

1. Listening to my affirmations to work through my

limiting beliefs

2. Looking at my vision board for 5 minutes each

morning and allow the energy of what it feels like to

already have everything on there to become

magnetic

3. Making one decision of how I can embody my

future self right now - what decisions would my

highest self make today, how would I dress, how

would I approach the day
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“if you keep doing what you are about to do
today for the next five years, will you end up
with more of what you want or less of what

you want?”  @jamesclear



Lets write our
diary entry together...



What does your ideal day look like?

Who do you spend it with?

Where are you? 

What do you spend your morning,

afternoon and evening doing? 

One of my favourite ways of manifesting is to

script in my journal.

What do I mean by script? To script is to write a

future diary entry, as if all your desires have

come to fruition. What better way to round up

this beautiful energy together than to write our

diary entry 12 months from now. 



“Dear diary, 

The fact that I get to wake up by the ocean never ceases to amaze me. I feel so lucky that I’ve built a

life that means I can spend 3 months a year in a different country. Today I woke up and found myself

in Malibu. My soulmate is flying out this weekend to spend the remaining time together. We have the

space and freedom to travel and stay in beautiful locations. But whilst I’m alone, I’m onboarding the 3

new gorgeous 1:1 clients I’ve welcomed into The Magic of Business coaching program, sending

gratitude and expansive energy to each of them as I meditate. Each soul has paid in full and now I

have an overflowing bank account - meaning I can send money to mum and dad like I do each

month. My wardrobe is filled with beautiful dresses and embellished, bohemian throws, fine gold

jewellery and investment accessories…"



Want to continue
this energy together?



The Collective Membership is designed for women who want to

learn how to attract their dream life by blending mindset and

spiritual self development tools, manifesting their dreams alongside

a community of supportive, like-minded soul-aligned friends.

Normally we have a monthly subscription, but doors are currently

closed and the option to pay for 3 months at a time, as opposed to

£37 per month, isn’t something normally available - until now. 

the collective
membership



Once you join, you’ll receive your welcome pack with the portal

login details, as well as an invite into our high-vibe, supportive,

uplifting, private Facebook group. 

In the portal you’ll find 20+ masterclasses on everything from

breathwork to tarot for beginners, to Full Moon journaling sessions

to energy healing. 

There are also a host of guided meditations recorded for you in our

library, new journal prompts added monthly, printables and

workbooks for you to download and work through, a book

recommendations library, audio coaching and so much more. 



You’ll also be invited to all our live classes, including our monthly

goal setting workshop during the 1st week of the month, our

monthly Business Q&A, our twice-monthly co-working sessions on

Zoom and any other workshops and masterclasses we do together

live on Zoom. 

If you feel pulled to find out more just click the link below the

video and below that you’ll find your exclusive £99 for 3 months

access to The Collective. This offer will last 48 hours from now so

jump in if you feel pulled to do so. 



here’s to not only designing our dream life,
but manifesting it into reality...



CONTACT

hello@themanifestationcollective.co

www.themanifestationcollective.co

@themanifestationcollective

Thank
You


